In Vitro Properties of the Conserved Mammalian Protein hnRNP D Suggest a Role in Telomere Maintenance
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Mammalian chromosomes terminate with a 3′ tail which consists of reiterations of the G-rich repeat, d(TTAGGG). The telomeric tail is the primer for replication by telomerase, and it may also invade telomeric duplex DNA to form terminal lariat structures, or T loops. Here we show that the ubiquitous and highly conserved mammalian protein hnRNP D interacts specifically with the G-rich strand of the telomeric repeat. A single gene encodes multiple isoforms of hnRNP D. All isoforms bind comparably to the G-rich strand, and certain isoforms can also bind tightly and specifically to the G-rich telomeric strand. G-rich telomeric sequences readily form structures stabilized by G-G pairing, which can interfere with telomere replication by telomerase. We show that hnRNP D binding to the G-rich strand destabilizes intrastrand G-G pairing and that hnRNP D interacts specifically with telomerase in human cell extracts. This biochemical analysis suggest that hnRNP D could function in vivo to destabilize structures formed by telomeric G-rich tails and facilitate their extension by telomerase.

Telomeres are regions of specialized sequence, structure, and function located at both ends of each linear eukaryotic chromosome. Telomeres are of particular interest because they regulate cellular life span. Telomeres undergo programmed shortening as an individual ages, and telomere shortening over time provides a clock that limits the number of cell generations (20; reviewed in references 16, 17, and 47). Tumor cells must overcome this built-in senescence by either reactivating telomerase or turning on alternative mechanisms that maintain telomere length.

Essentially all eukaryotic telomeres consist of repeats of G-rich sequence motifs. In humans and other mammals, the telomeric repeat is d(TTAGGG). Telomeres in human somatic cells contain 3 to 18 kb of duplex DNA and terminate with a single-stranded G-rich tail (G tail), which is the primer for telomere extension by telomerase. Mammalian G tails are approximately 130 to 210 nucleotides (nt) in length (38, 44, 64). Because telomeric tails are G rich and single stranded, they have the potential to form structures stabilized by G-G pairing (21, 62). This is a common property of G-rich eukaryotic telomeres, and it may be important for telomere function. Nonetheless, formation of such G-G paired structures has the potential to interfere with the ability of telomerase to replicate telomeres (12, 65).

Telomere DNA in vivo is complexed with specific proteins, and some of these proteins function to regulate telomere length and maintain telomeric sequence (27, 47; reviewed in references 3 and 61). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, duplex telomeric DNA is bound by the protein Rap1p, which regulates telomere length (39; reviewed in references 15, 25, 52, and 53). Other S. cerevisiae proteins have been shown to interact with single-stranded G-rich telomeric tails. The S. cerevisiae protein Cdc13p functions to protect the telomeric ends from degradation, prevent single-stranded ends from activating the Rad9 cell cycle checkpoint, and regulate telomere length (10, 14, 33, 46). Another S. cerevisiae protein, Est1p, is essential for telomere maintenance (37), coprecipitates with telomerase (32, 55), and binds G-rich single-stranded DNA (32, 55, 59). In mammals, telomeric duplex DNA is bound by TRF1, which can be visualized on the telomeres of metaphase and interphase chromosomes and functions at least in part to regulate telomere length (1, 5, 67; reviewed in reference 54). A closely related mammalian protein, TRF2, binds to telomeric duplex repeats and prevents end-to-end chromosomal fusion and loss of G tails (58).

Several highly conserved mammalian proteins were identified as candidate telomere binding proteins in a screen which used DNA affinity chromatography to isolate proteins that recognized the mammalian telomeric repeat as single-stranded DNA (23). One protein identified by this affinity screen was hnRNP A1, a nuclear protein known to be involved in regulation of alternative splicing (19, 42) and to function in mRNA transport (49) and packaging (reviewed in references 26 and 43). The N-terminal fragment of hnRNP A1, referred to as UP1, binds the telomeric G strand and interacts with telomerase; the CB3 murine erythroleukemia line, which is deficient in hnRNP A1, contains shortened telomeres, similar to cells in which telomerase is not active (27). This affinity screen also identified another hnRNP family member, hnRNP D (23). hnRNP D is a highly conserved protein (human and mouse polypeptides are 97% identical and 99% similar [7]), consistent with one or more critical cellular functions. The HNRPD gene consists of eight coding exons, two of which are regulated by alternative splicing, and it encodes four distinct isoforms of hnRNP D, with apparent molecular masses of 37 to 45 kD (7, 24) (Fig. 1). All isoforms of hnRNP D contain two canonical RNA binding domains (RBDS; also called RNA recognition motifs), structural domains which are common among proteins that interact with RNA or single-stranded DNA and which are found in many hnRNP family proteins, including hnRNP A1 (reviewed in references 2, 4, and 60). hnRNP D was originally...
identified as associating with hnRNA in the mammalian nucleus, but this association is quite loose (9, 13, 48). hnRNP D (also known as AUFI [66]) has been reported to regulate the stability of specific mRNAs containing AUUUA repeats (30, 35).

The G-rich telomeric repeats can spontaneously form G-G paired structures in vitro (51, 56, 62). We have recently found that hnRNP D binds tightly ($K_D = 0.5 \text{ nM}$) to G-G paired DNA (6). This property, and the results of telomeric affinity chromatography (23) described above, led us to study possible interactions between hnRNP D, telomeres, and telomerase. Here we report that hnRNP D binds with high affinity in sequence-specific fashion to single-stranded repeats of the telomeric G strand, d(TTAGGG); that certain isoforms of hnRNP D also interact well with the C-rich strand (C strand); and that hnRNP D interacts specifically with telomerase. We show that a synthetic oligonucleotide bearing the mammalian telomeric repeat, (TTAGGG)$_4$, spontaneously forms G-G paired structures in vitro and that binding by hnRNP D destabilizes such G-G paired structures, while binding by hnRNP A1 produces a canonical pattern of protection. A coreycrystal of hnRNP A1 with telomeric repeats has recently been reported (8), and comparison of the hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 sequences shows that essentially all of the amino acids residues that make sequence-specific contacts with telomeric DNA are conserved between hnRNP D and hnRNP A1. These in vitro data are consistent with the possibility that hnRNP D may function in telomere maintenance in vivo.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Protein purification.** Murine hnRNP D cDNAs (7) were subcloned into the pET30 vector (Novagen) to create N-terminal fusions with the His$_6$ tag. His-tagged recombinant protein was produced either from expression clones that produced full-length His-tagged recombinant protein or from expression clones which used an internal methionine as a start codon, truncating a 29-amino-acid N-terminal region rich in glycine and alanine; similar results were obtained from both. Protein expression was induced by addition of isopropyl-$\beta$-D-thiogalactopyranoside to a log-phase culture, and protein was purified by nickel chelate chromatography (Novagen) followed by Mono S chromatography. Protein concentration was determined by the Bradford assay, and purity was assessed by silver staining of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gels.

**Gel mobility shift assays.** Synthetic oligonucleotides were synthesized at the Keck Center for Biotechnology, Yale Medical School, and 5` end labeled with [γ-$^32$P]ATP (NEN) and T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). A typical 15-µl reaction mixture contained 10 fmol of DNA (approximately $10^6$ cpm), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 35 ng of poly(dI-dC) nonspecific competitor, and various amounts of protein. Binding reaction mixtures were incubated for 30 min at 37°C and then resolved on a 10% polyacrylamide Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) gel. Gels were dried, and radioactivity was quantified by phosphoimaging.

**Footprint analysis.** The d(TTAGGG)$_4$ oligonucleotide was gel purified and $^32$P labeled, heated to 90°C for 10 min, and then cooled to room temperature. Then, 500 fmol of DNA was incubated in a 50-µl binding reaction with or without protein (200 nM unless otherwise specified) for 30 min at 37°C. The hnrRNP A1 protein used in footprinting was provided by Kenneth R. Williams, Yale University School of Medicine. After incubation, 5 µl of the reaction was removed to assay binding on a native gel. For dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprinting, the remainder was made up to 250 µl containing 0.4% DMS, 50 mM sodium cacodylate, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), incubated for 5 min at room temperature, and then quenched with 40 µl of 1.5 M sodium acetate (pH 7.0)–1 M β-mercaptoethanol. Following two ethanol precipitations, the DNA pellet was dried, resuspended in 1 M piperidine, and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Piperidine was added to remove speed vacuum drying and the DNA was resuspended in water and dried again. For P1 nucleosome footprinting, 0.1 µg of P1 (Roche Pharmaceuticals) was added to the binding reaction mixture, quickly mixed, and then immediately quenched by adding 1/25 volume (2 µl) of 0.25 M EDTA–0.125 M EGTA. Footprinting reactions were analyzed on 10% acrylamide–8 M urea gels in TBE.

**Pull-down and TRAP telomerase activity assays.** A cell pellet containing $10^6$ HT1080 cells was lysed in 200 µl of 1× CHAPS (3-[3-cholamidopropyl]-dimethylammonio)-1-propanesulfonate) buffer, and 2 µl was tested for telomerase activity using a TRAP assay kit as directed by the manufacturer (Intergen). In pull-down experiments (e.g., Fig. 4B), 100 pmol of recombinant His$_6$-tagged hnrRNP D or HuR (see Results) was bound in batch to 40 µl of nickel resin, rinsed three times with 1× CHAPS buffer, and then incubated with 50 µl of HT1080 cell extract and 50 µl of 1× CHAPS buffer for 30 min at 37°C. Sonicated salmon sperm competitor DNA precleared with protein-A based beads and also included during incubation with cell extracts, at a final concentration of 10 µg/ml. Following incubation, the beads were rinsed three times with 1× CHAPS buffer and resuspended in 40 µl of 1× CHAPS buffer; 10 µl was tested for telomerase activity.

**RESULTS**

hnRNP D binds the telomeric repeat as single-stranded but not duplex DNA. hnRNP D is produced in distinct isoforms, related by alternative splicing of two conserved coding exons (7). The hnRNP D isoforms are referred to as hnRNP D M00, M07, M20, and M27, to reflect the presence or absence of the regions encoded by alternative exons 2 and 7 (Fig. 1). We assayed the ability of each hnRNP D isoform to bind a synthetic oligonucleotide carrying four iterations of the telomeric DNA repeat, (TTAGGG)$_4$. An example of a mobility shift performed with recombinant hnRNP D M07 is shown in Fig. 2A. From this and other data, we calculate that hnrRNP D M07 binds the d(TTAGGG)$_4$ oligonucleotide with a dissociation constant of approximately 30 nM. Similar results were obtained with the other hnRNP D isoforms (data not shown).

Like many eukaryotic proteins that interact with single-stranded nucleic acids, hnRNP D contains conserved RBDS. We tested whether binding to the d(TTAGGG)$_4$ telomeric repeat is a property of all proteins that contain RBDS by assaying binding by HuR, an Elav family protein that contains three RBDS and binds AU-rich elements in mRNA to regulate transcript stability (11, 13, 31, 45). Recombinant HuR (a generous gift of C. Fan and J. Steitz, Yale Medical School) does not bind to the telomeric G-rich repeat even at very high protein concentrations ($K_D > 2 \mu$M) (Fig. 2A).

hnRNP D does not recognize duplex d(TTAGGG) repeats. Telomeres contain both single-stranded and duplex DNA. We tested the ability of hnRNP D to bind telomeric sequences as duplex DNA in gel mobility shift assays. As shown in Fig. 2B, recombinant hnRNP D M07 did not interact with the telomeric duplex 4-mer ($K_D >> 0.67 \mu$M). Similar results were obtained in experiments that analyzed binding by all other hnrRNP D isoforms (data not shown).

**Binding affinity is length dependent.** Telomeric G tails in normal human cells are 130 to 210 nt in length (38, 44, 64). We examined whether binding affinities were dependent on length of the single-stranded G tail by assaying binding to a panel of...
FIG. 2. hnRNP D binds specifically to the single-stranded (ss) G-rich telomeric repeat. (A) Gel mobility shift analysis of binding reactions containing 32P-labeled telomeric oligonucleotide d(TTAGGG)4 and hnRNP D M07 (left) or HuR (right). DNA-protein complexes are indicated. The oligonucleotide was incubated with hnRNP D at 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 μM and with HuR at 0.20, 0.67, 1, and 2 μM. Other hnRNP D isoforms gave results similar to those for hnRNP D M07. (B) Gel mobility shift analysis of binding reactions containing 32P-labeled duplex d(CTAGGG)4 and hnRNP D M07 at 0.09, 0.17, 0.35, and 0.67 μM.

synthetic oligonucleotides bearing different numbers of d(TTAGGG) repeats. Because many nucleic acid binding proteins can bind their specific sites only within a minimum length of DNA, the oligonucleotides used in this experiment carried non-telomeric flanking sequences so that the shortest oligonucleotide assayed was a 16-mer carrying one telomeric repeat. In other experiments, the presence of non-telomeric sequence at the 5′ or 3′ end of repeats has been shown not to influence hnRNP D binding (see below; also data not shown). As summarized in Table 1, hnRNP D did not bind the oligonucleotide bearing only a single d(TTAGGG) repeat (Kd > 400 nM), bound to some extent to oligonucleotides bearing two (Kd = 150 nM) or three (Kd = 60 nM) repeats, and bound best to oligonucleotides carrying four or more repeats (Kd ≤ 29 nM). Therefore, at least four repeats are required for optimal binding.

**hnRNP D binding to d(TTAGGG)4 is sequence specific.** We determined sequence specificity of the interaction of hnRNP D with telomeric G-rich repeats by assaying binding of hnRNP D to a panel of DNAs in which C had been substituted for the naturally occurring base at each of the six positions in the d(TTAGGG)4 repeat. These data are summarized in Table 2. In almost all cases, single base mutations diminished binding from 5-fold to more than 20-fold. Mutation of either of the last two guanines in the repeat had the most deleterious effect, diminishing binding of all isoforms to less than 7% of the wild-type level. The effect of mutation on binding was essentially identical for all hnRNP D isoforms tested. The interaction of hnRNP D with the G-rich telomeric repeat is therefore sequence specific.

**Specific isoforms of hnRNP D have high affinity for the C strand.** We assayed the ability of each hnRNP D isoform to bind a synthetic oligonucleotide bearing the wild-type telomeric C-strand sequence, d(CCCTAA)4, and a panel of DNAs carrying single base changes in the C-strand repeat. hnRNP D M07 bound to d(CCCTAA)4 with affinity comparable to that of hnRNP D (all isoforms) binding to the G-strand sequence, d(TTAGGG)4. Mutational analysis showed that hnRNP D M07 binding was impaired by changes at some but not all positions. hnRNP D M00 binding to the C strand was comparable to that of hnRNP D M07 (data not shown), while hnRNP D M27 and hnRNP D M20 bound to the telomeric C strand with affinities lower than those of hnRNP D M07 and hnRNP D M00 (Table 2). Thus, sequences encoded by alternative exon 2 appear to interfere somewhat with binding to the single-stranded C-rich telomeric repeat. hnRNP A1 does not bind the telomeric C strand (data not shown).

**hnRNP D destabilizes G-G paired structures formed by telomeric G-tails.** We carried out footprint analyses to determine how hnRNP D interacts with telomeric G tails. Recombinant hnRNP D was incubated with the telomeric G-tail oligonucleotide d(TTAGGG)4, and free DNA or DNA-protein complexes were then footprinted. G-rich telomeric repeats readily form structures stabilized by G-G pairing (51, 56, 62). G-G pairing involves the N7 of guanine, and its experimental hallmark is resistance of guanine bases to methylation by DMS (50). It was therefore not surprising that in the absence of protein, most guanines in the G-tail oligonucleotides were not fully accessible to DMS probing (Fig. 3A), as this is typical of molecules that have formed structures stabilized by G-G pairing. Remarkably, binding by hnRNP D dramatically increased the sensitivity of the guanines to methylation (Fig. 3A). Thus, hnRNP D binding appeared to destabilize structures formed spontaneously by the telomeric oligonucleotide.

We also carried out footprint analysis with endonuclease P1, which cleaves single-stranded DNA. In the absence of protein, the telomeric oligonucleotide was resistant to P1 digestion, while incubation with hnRNP D rendered the telomeric oligonucleotide sensitive to digestion (Fig. 3B). Footprint protection analysis thus further supports the notion that hnRNP D destabilizes structures formed by the G-rich telomeric repeat.

**TABLE 2. Sequence specificity of hnRNP D interaction with telomere repeats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>M07</th>
<th>M20</th>
<th>M27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(TTAGGG)4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CCCTAA)4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-A---)4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-C--)4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(---C--)4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-----C)4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a hnRNP D was incubated with the indicated radiolabeled oligonucleotides, and the complexes were resolved by gel electrophoresis.
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To determine whether hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 interact similarly with the G-rich telomeric repeat, we compared their DMS footprints at various protein concentrations. As shown in Fig. 3C, the methylation enhancement produced by hnRNP D binding contrasted with results observed with hnRNP A1. Recombinant hnRNP A1 (a generous gift of Kenneth R. Williams) binding to the (TTAGGG)₄ repeat did not render all G’s sensitive to methylation; instead, two G’s are protected and the third G in each repeat is sensitive. We note that the cocrystal structure of the UP1 derivative of hnRNP A1 complexed to the 12-mer TTAGGGTTAGGG suggested that the protein makes base-specific contacts with two of three G’s in each repeat, but that the third G in each repeat was not in close proximity with the protein (8). This is consistent with the observed DMS accessibility of only the third G in each repeat. Like hnRNP D, hnRNP A1 may unstructure the repeat upon binding; but in the hnRNP A1 complex, some contacts with the DNA may preclude accessibility to DMS.

Binding by the different isoforms of hnRNP D produced essentially identical patterns of methylation enhancement (Fig. 3C and data not shown). In addition, the presence of non telomeric sequences at either the 5’ or 3’ terminus did not alter methylation enhancement (Fig. 3D). Methylation enhancement was similarly apparent upon hnRNP D binding to substrates containing eight rather than four iterations of the TTAGGG repeat (compare Fig. 3E and D; also data not shown).

hnRNP D interacts with telomerase. Essentially all eukaryotic telomeres contain runs of three or more guanines in the strand that generates the 3’ tail. Single-stranded nucleic acid molecules containing runs of guanines have the potential to become spontaneously structured by G-G pairing, as visualized by the footprints in Fig. 3. If analogous structuring occurred in vivo, it could interfere with use of the 3’ tail as a primer for telomere extension by telomerase. The ability of hnRNP D to bind to the telomeric G strand and to destabilize G-G pairing within this region suggested that hnRNP D might function in telomere replication to facilitate telomerase interaction with telomeric tails. This prompted us to ask if hnRNP D can interact with telomerase. Recombinant hnRNP D, expressed as a His₆-tagged fusion protein, was bound to nickel resin and assayed for the ability to pull down telomerase activity from a cell extract. Beads loaded with HuR (which does not bind telomeric repeats [Fig. 2A]) were also tested as a control for specificity. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of coated beads verified comparable loading with each recombinant protein (Fig. 4A). Coated beads were incubated with extracts of HT1080, a human fibrosarcoma line, and washed extensively to remove any protein that was nonspecifically bound to the resin. Bound telomerase activity was then assayed by adding primer, deoxynucleoside triphosphates, and buffer appropriate for telomerase extension to the resuspended beads. After incubation for 30 min at 30°C, samples were heated to 94°C for 4 min, and extended products were

![Figure 3](mcb.asm.org/figures/mcb3006877f03.jpg)
amplified by PCR in the TRAP assay (Intergen). As shown in Fig. 4B, beads coated with hnRNP D M07, hnRNP D M20, and hnRNP D M27 all pulled down telomerase activity from the extract. In contrast, uncoated beads or beads coated with HuR did not. (M00 also pulls down telomerase activity [data not shown].) The results of this experiment therefore show that hnRNP D interacts specifically with a component of the telomerase complex.

When two nucleic acid binding proteins interact nonspecifically with the same nucleic acid molecule, they can become tethered to one another, enabling them to interact in a pull-down even though this interaction is not specific. One way to prevent tethering is to destroy nucleic acids by treating extracts with RNase and/or DNase; however, this was not possible for the experiments shown in Fig. 4B because the RNA component of telomerase is sensitive to RNase, and the PCR step of the TRAP assay is sensitive to DNase. Instead, we examined whether the hnRNP D-telomerase interaction was sensitive to competition by a nonspecific oligonucleotide by carrying out the pull-down in the presence of sonicated salmon sperm DNA. As shown in Fig. 4C, preincubation of hnRNP D-coated beads with this competitor did not affect the ability of hnRNP D to pull down telomerase activity.

Contacts between hnRNP A1 and telomere repeats are conserved in the hnRNP D sequence. Both hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 contain conserved RBD structural motifs. The cocystal structure of the N-terminal fragment of hnRNP A1 (UP1) bound to d(TTAGGG)₂ was recently solved, and the amino acid residues that make specific contacts with DNA were inferred by proximity (8). It was therefore of interest to compare the conservation of amino acid residues of hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 at contact positions identified in the cocystal.

Figure 5 shows an alignment of the RBDs of hnRNP D and hnRNP A1; HuR, which does not bind the telomeric repeats (Fig. 2A) or interact with telomerase (Fig. 4B), is included for comparison. The protein-DNA contacts in the UP1 cocystal were classified as either sequence specific (if they depended on a specific interaction between a base and an amino acid side chain) or non-sequence specific (if they involved interactions with amino acid main chain atoms, base stacking, or van der Waals interactions). Strikingly, 12 of 15 (80%) of the sequence-specific contacts are conserved between hnRNP A1 and hnRNP D. Moreover, two of the three nonconserved contacts are in the linker region, where hnRNP proteins are highly variable and the structure is thought to be flexible. In contrast, HuR, which contains RBDs but does not interact with either telomere DNA or telomerase, has no residues similar to those in either hnRNP A1 or hnRNP D at any of the positions that appear to mediate base-specific contacts. At positions that appear to be involved in non-sequence-specific contacts, hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 are similar at 13 of 17 positions (76%), while hnRNP A1 and HuR are similar at 10 of 17 positions (59%). The conservation between hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 at the sequence-specific contacts may well reflect the ability of these two proteins to interact with the same nucleic acid sequence in vivo.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that the highly conserved mammalian protein hnRNP D binds in vitro to the single-stranded G-rich telomeric repeat TTAGGG and that this binding is sequence specific. We have further shown that hnRNP D destabilizes intramolecular G-G base pairs which form spontaneously within the G-rich telomeric strand in solution and that hnRNP D can interact with telomerase. These properties suggest that hnRNP D may enhance telomere extension by telomerase in vivo, by guiding telomerase to telomeric tails and facilitating their use as primers.

Telomeres in essentially all eukaryotes are G-rich repeats. The repeat in mammals is TTAGGG; in Oxytricha nova, it is T₅G₄; and in S. cerevisiae, it is TG₁₋₃. Single-stranded DNAs containing runs of three or more G’s spontaneously form intramolecular structures stabilized by G-G pairing (29, 50, 51, 56, 62, 63). G-G paired DNAs form rapidly and spontaneously in solution and once formed are quite stable; also, G-G pairing has been shown to interfere with telomere extension by telomerase (12, 65). Inefficient extension of a G-G paired telomeric tail probably reflects inefficient base pairing of the G-rich DNA strand with the RNA template of telomerase or inability of the 3’ end of the tail to gain access to the active site of the enzyme and prime extension. In either case, destabilization of G-G paired regions by hnRNP D would overcome this inhibition. It is also possible that hnRNP D does not function in telomere extension but is involved in telomere maintenance, by protecting the G-rich tail or by participating in forming or stabilizing the lariat-shaped T loops recently visualized at the telomeric termini (18).

hnRNP D has also been reported to regulate stability of
mRNAs containing AU-rich regions (30, 35), but the mechanism by which this occurs is not established. While hnRNP D was first identified in association with hnRNA, it is not one of the core proteins in the stable 40S hnRNPA particle and is readily removed during low-salt washes (9, 48, 57). Moreover, in contrast to HuR, another factor implicated in stabilization of mRNAs containing AU-rich regions (11, 45), hnRNP D does not associate with polysomes or cross-link to poly(A)+ mRNA (13). A telomeric function of hnRNP D is also consistent with biochemical fractionation carried out by another laboratory: when nuclei were extracted with detergent to produce a nuclear matrix fraction, hnRNP D, telomeric DNA, and the telomere duplex DNA binding protein TRF1 all cofractionated with the nuclear matrix (36). This fractionation contraststransforms that of hnRNP A2/B1, a protein which is part of the hnRNPA particle core and is involved in splice site selection (22): hnRNP A2/B1 partitions with the unextracted nuclei and not the nuclear matrix fraction (36).

Another hnRNPA family protein, hnRNP A1, may also function in telomere maintenance in mammalian cells (27). HnRNP A1 is known to associate with the unextracted nuclear matrix fraction (49) and is involved in mRNA export (49) and packaging (reviewed in references 26, 43). Evidence for telomeric function was provided by experiments showing that the murine erythroblastic leukemia cell line CB3, which does not express hnRNP A1, has short telomeres which become elongated upon transfection with constructs which express hnRNP A1 or its U1 derivative. Redundant function of hnRNP A1 function is suggested by the observation that the CB3 line does proliferate in the absence of hnRNP A1. The sequence conservation between hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 at residues critical for interaction with the telomeric repeat (Fig. 5) and the shared ability of hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 to interact with telomerase suggest that hnRNP D could perform a redundant or complementary role. Alternatively, the potential telomeric functions of hnRNP D and hnRNP A1 are opposing, with one protein stimulating and the other inhibiting telomere elongation or maintenance.

Alternative splicing produces distinct isoforms of hnRNP D which differ in the presence or absence of sequences encoded by exons 2 and 7 (Fig. 1). All hnRNP D isoforms tested bound in sequence-specific fashion to the G-rich repeat TTAGGG, but only the hnRNP D isoforms which lack exon 2 bound well to the C-rich repeat CCCTAA. Exon 2 is a short (57-nt) exon just upstream of the exon that encodes RBD1 (Fig. 1), and the 19-amino-acid region encoded by exon 2 may alter the region of hnRNP D that interacts with the C strand. These observations suggest that interactions with the C and G strand involve distinct protein-nucleic acid contacts. Several different activities have been reported to interact with the telomeric C strand in vitro (28, 40, 41). Two of these have been identified as hnRNP K and ASF/SF2, both of which contain RBDS (28). The identity of the other has not been established, but its molecular mass is estimated to be 40 kDa (41), raising the possibility that it may be hnRNP D.

Parallels between yeast and mammalian cells may be a valuable guide to learning more about the possible telomeric function of hnRNP D. Genetic experiments in S. cerevisiae identified the Est1 gene as necessary to prevent progressive telomere shortening (37). Est1p was subsequently shown to be associated with the telomerase complex (32, 55) and to bind telomeric tails, although its binding affinity (Kd = 250 nM) is lower than that of hnRNP D (59). Quite recently it was reported that Est1p contains an RBD which mediates its interaction with telomerase, apparently via the RNA component of the enzyme (68). The possible structural homology between Est1p and hnRNP D raises the very interesting and testable possibility that these proteins may also be functional homologs.
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